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Abstract. Data mining-driven agents are often used in applications
such as waiting times estimation or traffic flow prediction. Such approaches often require large amounts of data from multiple sources, which
may be difficult to obtain and lead to incomplete or noisy datasets.
University ID card data, in contrast, is easy to access with very low
noise. However, little attention has been paid to the availability of these
datasets and few applications have been developed to improve student
services on campus. This work uses data from CougCard, the Washington State University official ID card, used daily by most students. Our
goal is to build an intelligent agent to improve student service quality
by predicting the crowdedness at different campus facilities. This work
in-progress focuses on the University Recreation Center, one of the most
popular facilities on campus, to optimize students’ workout experiences.
Keywords: Agent Mining, Data Mining, Exploratory Data Analysis,
Machine Learning, Decision Tree, Recommender System, Fitness
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Introduction

This in-progress work uses existing data mining-driven approaches to build an
intelligent agent with the goal of optimizing students’ workout experiences at
Washington State University’s (WSU) Recreation Center (the Rec). The Rec
is among the most frequently visited campus facilities. However, students may
prefer to avoid the Rec when it is most crowded. This work aims to solve this
problem by predicting how crowded the Rec will be at different times using CougCard, the WSU official ID used by all students when entering the Rec. Similar
data analyses and applications have been deployed in areas such as waiting times
estimation [8, 13, 18, 23] and traffic flow prediction [2, 7, 12, 17]. However, little
attention has been paid to the availability of university ID cards and these sets
of data have often been overlooked. We believe that by analyzing the activities
of CougCard, we will be able to understand how student exercise activities are
distributed over time. This work was approved by our IRB in July 2015.
First, we performed Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) [21] to discover interesting patterns in collected CougCard data. We used the three basic EDA tools,
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plots, graphs and summary statistics, and were able to find out general student
exercise trends, such as the yearly/monthly/daily frequency of students visiting
the Rec and the peak hours during a day. With limited space and fitness equipment in the Rec, some students may not be able to do the exercise they want to
if all of the equipment or spaces have been taken. If students can know whether
the Rec will be crowded in advance, they will be able to make better workout
plans based on the information, leading to better user experiences. Therefore, we
apply a Decision Tree [20] algorithm to build a predictive model that can make
high-accuracy predictions on when the Rec would be more or less crowded.
This paper is structured as follows: In the next section we briefly introduce
the concept of agent mining and discuss some of the existing related works. Section 3 describes the characteristics of our dataset. Section 4 shows our methodology on exploratory data analysis. Preliminary results of the decision tree model
will be present in Section 5. An outline of future developments of this work
concludes the paper.
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Related Work

Agent Mining refers to the interdisciplinary approaches that integrate multiagent systems, data mining and knowledge discovery, machine learning and other
related areas such as statistics and math. It has provided more efficient ways in
solving problems that arise [6]. The agent mining area can be categorized into
two main cases: agent-driven data mining and data mining-driven agents [5].
The former make use of agents in data mining, especially in distributed data
mining (DDM) to cope with challenges of autonomy, interaction, dynamic selection and gathering, scalability, multistrategy, and collaboration and lead to
better knowledge extraction [15]. In contrast, data mining-driven agents deploy
data mining approaches in order to build more robust agent systems. An agent
system can make use of the knowledge from data mining to construct its intelligent components, while mining the agent behavioral data can again benefit the
knowledge extracting process. It is possible to achieve a balance of agent autonomy and supervised evaluation throughout this approach [5]. Our work focuses
on building data mining-driven agents. The remainder of this section introduce
a number of crowd-predicting applications that used this approach.
There are a number of extant applications that can estimate waiting times
at certain places and have brought many conveniences into our daily life. A
good example is NoWait [18], a mobile app that estimates waiting times at
restaurants. Instead of waiting in a crowded lobby, users can search for nearby
restaurants and join a waiting list via their smart phones. A text message will be
sent to the user once their table is ready. NoWait is also engaged with the concept
of hospitality business and encourages restaurants to improve their services based
on customer ratings. Similar crowd-predicting applications such as the Orlando
Undercover Tourist APP [13] allows tourists to see the current waiting times for
Disney World, Universal Orlando and SeaWorld so that they could plan tours
more efficiently.
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Our work was also inspired by traffic flow prediction techniques. Novel algorithms have been developed to predict traffic flow and suggest more efficient
routes [2, 7, 12, 17]. They are relevant because our work aims to predict student
flow based on student card data. In addition, a traffic-prediction and routerecommendation mobile application, Waze [23], gives us insights on how to deploy this paper into real-world applications. After logging into the app, drivers
can see millions of activities from other drivers and communicate traffic situations with each other in real-time. This community-based approach brings highly
accurate estimates of road conditions.
Perhaps the most relevant work to this paper is the new Popular Times
function in Google Maps [8]. When searching for a place, Google shows the most
popular times and users will see when this place will be most crowded. This
location-based service can assist users in determining when would be the best
time to go visit a place.
These works can be viewed as data mining-driven agents since they all follows
the process of extracting knowledge from data (e.g., the number of people at a
restaurant or park, the current traffic situation, etc), transferring knowledge to
an agent (e.g., estimating waiting times or traffic), an agent acting in the environment (e.g., meal or tour planning, route suggesting), and an agent changing
behaviors based on feedback (e.g., customer rating, driver activities). However,
most of them require massive amounts of data from multiple sources which could
lead to incomplete or noisy datasets. Our work builds a data mining-driven agent
with CougCard data. This resource is easy to obtain and since the card users
are all students, the dataset is complete and with very low noise.

3

Data

We collected CougCard data from across campus. In this work, we focused on
records from the Rec. Over 2 million fitness-related records were extracted from
the collected dataset. The structure of data consists of time stamps for each card
swipe when entering the Rec. This gives us a snapshot of the cumulative fitness
data at the Rec from August 2012 to August 2015. However, one downside is
that these data only allow us to know when students enter the Rec, but not when
they leave — we are only able to estimate how long they stay at the Rec based
on expert knowledge from the Rec staff. For example, it is common that people
stay for about an hour to do aerobic exercise, but if they do weight-lifting or
swimming, the stay time could be more than two hours. Despite this drawback,
we still believe we can see how student exercise trends change over time and
make predictions because we will know the relative crowdedness.

4

Exploratory Data Analysis

The first step of our work is to obtain a high-level understanding of the collected
data. We use Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) approach to summarize and
visualize the main characteristics of our data.We are interested in finding out
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the long-term trend of student activities and detecting the factors that cause
this trend.
4.1

Methodology

Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is a data mining approach to explore the
characteristics of a given data set. Tools such as plots, graphs and summary
statistics are used during EDA process to see what the data itself can tell us before it fits to a formal model or tests a hypothesis. The objectives of EDA can be
defined as [21]: 1) Suggest hypotheses about the causes of observed phenomena,
2) Assess assumptions on which statistical inference will be based, 3) Support
the selection of appropriate statistical tools and techniques, 4) Provide a basis
for further data collection through surveys or experiments.
This work adopts EDA techniques, in particular plots and graphs, to better
understand student usage patterns at the Rec. We started with plotting overall
yearly trend by summing up each months’ total number of visits, obtaining a
whole picture of our dataset. Then, we examined how the trends change over
each day of a week and different time of a day and was able to figure out peak
hours at the Rec.
After discovering the general usage patterns at the Rec, the question then
become“what factors can affect those trends?”. Therefore, we considered possible
external factors, such as school events, holidays/vacations, and weather, making
plots to see if the trends would show significant changes when those factors occur.
Results show there is a relationship between those factors and usage trends at
the Rec. Detailed findings and discussions are presented in the next section.
4.2

Descriptive Analysis

First we looked at overall student exercise trends by summing up each month’s
total number of visits at the Rec, and plotted them as yearly trends. Figure 1
shows 1) each year shares similar patterns, there were not much variations and
2) there were significantly fewer people during Summer (May to August) than
during Fall and Spring semesters (September to April). We learned that a large
proportion of students leave campus for summer break and so the Rec is likely
to be uncrowded most of the time. It could be unnecessary for our model to
predict the Rec crowdedness during summer time.
We are also interested in finding out which day of the week and what time
of day would be relatively busier than another. Figure 2 illustrates the former.
To our surprise, there were fewer people at the Rec during weekend than on
weekdays. At the beginning we assumed there will be more people working out
on weekend since they have more free times. Figure 3 shows which hour of a
day is more crowded. The shape on different days of the week represent the
distribution of visit frequencies over each hour of a day; the thicker means the
more crowded. We can see that during weekdays the peak-hour appears after
around 3pm and lasts until the closing time, while during weekends the busiest
time tends to occur in morning and early afternoon.
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Fig. 1. Yearly and monthly trend

Fig. 2. Weekly trend

Fig. 3. Weekly trend w.r.t. hourly trend

Finding out the reasons behind those trends is essential for this work, thus
calling for the exploration of possible external factors. Recall Figure 1 showed
there were a lot less demands on Rec facilities during the Summer semester than
in the Fall and Spring. In this case, as an initial step of this work, we will focus
on analyzing the factors that influence the trend on Fall and Spring semesters.
We have a total of six semesters: Fall 2012-2014 and Spring 2013-2015.
We explore the overall trend for both semesters (see Figure 4). It is easy to
observe that there is a rapid frequency of decreases at a certain time interval
for both Fall (around the 90th days of school) and Spring (around the 60th days
of school) semesters. By checking the WSU academic calendar we learned that
it was because of Thanksgiving break and Spring break, respectively. Another
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Fig. 4. Overall trend Fall/Spring

Fig. 5. Frequency differences Fall/Spring

observation is that during finals week (the last few days of each semester) the
frequency is relatively low compared to other days. We could therefore conclude
that school events such as vacations (IsVacations) and finals week (IsFinals)
have negative effects on student workout trends and these two variables should
be considered as input features in the model prediction process. Similarly, we
should also put all university holidays (Labor Day, Martin Luther King Day
(MLK), Presidents Day and Veterans Day) into consideration when building the
predictive model (IsHolidays).

Fig. 6. Average frequency on game days vs. non game days

Figure 5 plots the frequency differences between Fall and Spring semesters.
An interesting phenomenon we could obtain from it is that the overall frequency
seems higher in Spring than in Fall. One reason could be the impact of weather.
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Many psychology studies have showed that climate can influence people’s behaviors [11, 14], thus it is possible that in Spring semesters, warmer climate leads to
more active behaviors. Another explanation could be the impact from a significant school event, the football game, as they are always held over Fall semesters,
not Spring. We assume that if people are going to watch the game, it is very
likely for them to miss their normal workout routine. To show the effect of game
days, we did plots to compare that under the same external conditions (same
semester and day of week), how do the number of people visiting the Rec on a
football game day differ from a normal day. Figure 6 showed that students tend
to miss their workout on a game day. Especially the games on Friday or Saturday, the influence is significant. Moreover, students seem to get more excited
about watching a home game live than an away game from TV; the frequency
drops much more on home game days than away game days. Because of this
finding, we are adding two more features to our predictive model (IsHomeGame
and IsAwayGame).

5

Data Modeling

The second step of this work is to learn a model to predict the crowdedness at
the Rec. This section describes our decision tree model and presents preliminary
results.
5.1

Model Selection

The main challenge of any learning task is how to select a suitable model. Model
selection includes algorithm selection, feature selection, and parameter selection.
In this work, we decided that the Decision Tree (DT) algorithm is sufficient for
our dataset because: 1) our data set contains continuous features (date and
time) that need to be discretized, and DT handles this process automatically;
2) Decision tree is a non-parametric algorithm and does not make assumptions
on the probability distribution of our data [3]; 3) DT can be viewed not only as
a machine learning algorithm but also as a data mining approach. It has been
used to explore data in a variety of areas such as decision-making support for
business [4]. Since our work aims to help students in making decisions on fitness
timing, it is a data-driven decision-making application that can benefit from the
use of DT.
Many approaches such as greedy search and ensemble methods have been
developed and commonly used in feature selection process [9]. In this work,
however, the potential features were selected based on the EDA results because
of the lack of features in the original data set (only contains time stamps), we
have to identify possible relevant factors from the real-world based on observations of our data. The model was trained in Weka and evaluated with 10-fold
cross-validation method. We were able to achieve reasonable accuracy without
any parameter selection or tuning. Section 5.2 describes detailed settings of our
experiments and presents the preliminary results
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Preliminary Result

This work aims to learn a predictive model to suggest when the Rec will be
more or less busy so that students can pick more desirable times to workout.
In practice, students may care more about the relative crowdedness, instead of
the exact number of people at the Rec. Thus, we turn the regression problem
into a classification problem. In particular, instead of predicting the number of
people at the Rec for a given time interval, we predict whether this number
is high or low. If the crowding level is high, students could avoid going to the
Rec, or vice versa. Through EDA, we were able to find out that within a one
hour time window, the maximum number of people who visited the Rec was
597. Therefore, we discretized the number into six crowdedness classes: low (0100), med-low (101-200), med (201-300), med-high (301-400), high (401-500),
very-high (501-600) and attempted to solve a classification problem.
In section 4, we were able to extract possible features for model learning
tasks through data mining. Table 1 concluded the seven features: time of the
open hours of Rec, day of the week, and binary representation of whether it
is finals week, holidays, vacations, or football game days (home or away). We
used Weka [24] to learn the tree model, in particular, with C4.5 algorithm, and
evaluated it with 10-fold cross-validation approach. Most of the parameters were
kept as default in Weke, we only changed two parameters: pruned to unprunded
tree, and minimum number of instances from 2 to 1. The accuracy of the learned
tree model was only 57%.
We then worked on improving this accuracy by adding two new features,
date and semester labels (Fall and Spring). Surprisingly, the accuracy of the
new learned tree model increased to 77.5%. Although no significant relations on
how weather influences students’ workout habits were observed through EDA, it
is still worth looking into the statistical correlation between them. We then tried
to add weather information to see if it would help with improving the accuracy
of the predicted output. We integrated temperature data obtained from [1,10,16]
with the student activity data. Specifically, we transformed the temperature data
from numeric to nominal (from low to high) to avoid over fitting the training
data. We found that the accuracy of the new learned model could achieve as
high as 82.9%. Therefore, we can confirm that weather has an impact on student
workout trends and more climate data should be collected in our future work.
Time DayofWeek IsFinals IsHolidays IsVacations IsHomeGame IsAwayGame
5:00:00 Friday
0
1
0
1
0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
date
semester temperature
9/30/2014 Fall
med
...
...
...
Table 1. Feature set: the seven initial features on top, accuracy was only 57%. After
adding the date and semester features, accuracy improved to 77.5%. After adding the
temperature feature, the final ten features achieved 82.9%
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Fig. 7. Confusion Matrix of the learned Decision Tree model using Weka

The confusion matrix of the final learned tree model is shown in Figure 7. It
shows the total number of correctly or incorrectly classified instances for each
class. It is worth to note that for those instances that were labeled low, none
of them were classified as high or very-high. And for those instances that were
labeled high or very-high, they were never classified as low or med-low, which
was exactly what we want.

Algorithms7 features 9 features 10 features time
Decision
57%
77.5%
82.9%
0.92 sec
Tree
Naı̈ve
67.1%
0.04 sec
Bayes
SVM
64.2% 63.49 sec
Table 2. Accuracy and running time (in seconds) comparison of Decision Tree, Naı̈ve
Bayes, and SVM

To compare with Decision Tree algorithm, we also tried Naı̈ve Bayes [19] and
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [22] (with Weka default RBF kernal) classifiers
on the same data set with 10 features. They both underperformed Decision Tree.
In addition, SVM took much longer to learn the model compared against the
other two classifiers. Table 2 summarizes our results.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we explored and visualized interesting patterns of student workout
activities in terms of different factors (time, day, semester, etc.). We also successfully learned a Decision Tree model to predict crowdedness at the Rec for
a given time interval. By comparison, we showed the advantages of a Decision
Tree model in this real-world application over Naı̈ve Bayes and Support Vector
Machine classifiers.
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Our long term goal is to make students more (quantitatively) satisfied with
their experience at the Rec and/or (quantitatively) increase the number of times
they visit the Rec to exercise. Future work will be focused on the development
of agent in the manner of reinforcement learning. This data-driven agent will be
able to take information that was extracted from data mining process, perform
intelligent reasoning and prompt recommendations to users on desirable times
to go to the Rec. Upon prompting, the user will give feedback to the agent based
on their behaviors: if the user took the suggestion and visited the Rec, CougCard
record at the Rec entry will be sent back to the agent as a positive reward for
further analysis; if the user ignored the recommendation, the agent will receive
a negative reward and should intelligently adjust it’s recommending strategies
for more precise future recommendations. Moreover, our agent system will be
able to assist Rec managers with shift scheduling based on usage patterns and
fitness event planning according to students’ fitness demands.
In addition, more analysis can be performed on the existing model to achieve
a more robust result. The main drawback of our current work is that we do not
have measure of when do students leave the Rec therefore do not know the exact
time of their stay. One solution to this problem is to set up a swipe-out system
at the Rec’s exit gate — we will be able to calculate the exact occupancy at
the building for some time interval by comparing the number of swipe-ins and
swipe-outs. In terms of improving the accuracy, we could discover and add more
features to our current model such as weather conditions (e.g., rainy, sunny,
etc.), or do regression instead of classification to predict the absolute number of
people at the Rec for a given time interval. A web-page or mobile app of this agent
could be built so that students can access it 24/7. We also expect to increase the
number of areas the agent monitors and predicts crowdedness (e.g., the campus
food court) and it will be interesting to look into how the crowdedness at different
places related to each other. For example, if there are more people at food court
there might be fewer people at the Rec, or if there are fewer people at the Rec
during finals week, the library might be more crowded. There is also a potential
of extending our agent to different fields by collecting and analyzing a different
sets of data, such as predicting the crowdedness at different stores (clothes,
electronic, sports, etc.) at a shopping mall during holidays with customer entries
data. This idea raises the problem that unlike student card data, which has very
low noise, data collected from multiple sources could be noisy and need more
pre-processing and cleaning. However, our agent will be able to provide a good
benchmark on how to process the data more efficiently such that better mining
results could be produced.
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